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Examples of this strategy are: putting the right person in the right place, employing staff specialists to make the organization more efficient, and training people to change their behavior. Imagining the future is part and parcel of this strategy. As Chin and Benne (1970, p. 42) put it: 'If the image of a potential future is convincing and rationally persuasive to men in present, the image may become part of the dynamics and motivation of present action.' Organizational sociologist Mayo questioned rational organizational thinking and pointed to the dynamics of the informal organization and the need 'to deal with the realities of organizational life ' (Chin and Benne, 1970, p. 51) .
II Normative Re-Educative Strategy
This strategy is based on the assumption that the way to motivate people is by getting them to commit to collective norms and methods. The implication is that people need to be given an opportunity to part with old commitments and develop new ones. In other words, change involves not only a rational evaluation, but also a change in attitude, values, skills and significant relationships.
People are assumed to be actively looking for incentives and job satisfaction. Chin and Benne described this as follows: 'Men are guided in their actions by socially funded and communicated meanings, norms, and institutions, in brief by a normative culture. ... And man must participate in his own re-education if he is to be re-educated at all ' (Chin and Benne, 1970, p. 42-3) . In a normative reeducative strategy, consultants use interventions aimed at changes 'in the life of a client system, be that system a person, a small group, an organization, or a community '(Chin and Benne, 1970, p. 44 ).
This has five practical implications:
• consultants must start a dialogue with their clients about how the latter see themselves and their problems;
• organizational problems are never just a technical matter, they also involve attitude, behavior, values and norms, as well as internal and external relationships;
• consultants must learn to work reciprocally with clients;
• subconscious patterns that are at play must be made explicit and interpreted;
Kampen Emotional Abuse and Neglect in the Workplace 2015
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• and this strategy requires application of methods and techniques from the social sciences.
Openness, trust, elimination of barriers between organizational units and reciprocity are considered essential preconditions to the re-educative process.
III Power-Coercive Strategy
This strategy's underlying assumption is that change is not always readily accepted. Those with greater power in the organization must support the desired change so it can be effectuated through the legitimate power of authority. One type of coercion is economic sanctions. An appeal to moral values or feelings of guilt or embarrassment is another. Political coercion involves enforcing rules and punishing transgressions. The exertion of power by legitimate decision-makers is usually accepted.
However, when people in an organization realize their interests are not being taken into account, they begin to question any decision's legitimacy. They may take steps to organize their dissent and turn to a power base outside the organization, such as a union.
My Mix
I implemented a mix of these three change strategies in this case study. Initially, my approach was primarily normative re-educative, as I actively encouraged the involvement of both management and staff in the OD process. We organized the project under a steering group and working groups. The steering group was led by the Service and Safety manager who reported to the Group Finance Director. Members of the working parties were chosen based on proportionality and skills. The objective of this intervention was to arrive at a written description of the business processes and then to ask all stakeholders 'Why do you do things this way?' in order to compare this to the department and organization's goals. This was intended to bring all sorts of ingrained habits and personal perceptions of responsibilities to the surface, where they could be set off against the desired situation. At the same time, it made stakeholders aware that change was imminent and that they were not immune.
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My role consisted of drawing up a project plan, assisting the chair of the steering group and leading working group meetings, informing the staff and workers' council and interviewing the managing directors of the Bus and Tram companies. I believed that jointly devising a clear organizational design, followed by a phased implementation under the leadership of the new senior manager of the merged traffic control units, would improve its chances of gaining acceptance.
In addition to my initial normative re-educative approach, I later included empirical-rational elements in my change strategy. I designed the organizational change as a system with input, throughput and output. This enabled me to characterize traffic control as one cog in the gears of the company as a whole. Describing the work processes allowed me to analyze the mechanics and logic of the system and to measure it against effectiveness and efficiency criteria. One consequence of this empirical-rational approach was that the new organizational structure provided for a broader role for central transportation planning staff, which afforded more variation in the job and hence more opportunities for staff's personal development and training -a move presumably in the employees'
interests. The accompanying move of defining competency profiles was a way to put the right person in the right place; a list of the competencies needed to satisfactorily carry out the work processes resulted in a comprehensive training plan to ensure employees could acquire these skills.
My approach also included power-coercive elements. By committing the work processes to paper I became less dependent on the information provided by staff. To achieve this, I had to approach employees as experts whose input I could convert into a business process. I could then assess this process from a business point of view and propose changes informed by my own organizational expertise. This was a case of 'knowledge is power'. 
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based on their competencies, breaking with the pattern of self-evident reappointments of the same people based on years of service.
Discoveries about Organizational Reality
In the course of the project, I discovered that several of the planned effects of my OD interventions did not materialize. I gradually came to see 'how things actually worked' and 'what was apparently lacking'. For example, neither the Tram nor the Bus company had any written working procedures.
True, employees' duties, responsibilities and powers had been laid down in role descriptions, but only in order to link the role to a particular pay scale. In practice, traffic control staff only passed on knowledge verbally. Only a few of the central transportation planners in the working groups had any idea how things might be improved. They believed they would be better managers than their current supervisors, because of their knowledge of how traffic control worked. The technical systems had been 'patched together with strings and a paperclip' and lacked proper documentation.
Specifications, procedures and protocols were often outdated or ignored. Newly hired staff was given no formal introduction or training; this was done informally and on-the-job by co-workers.
Traffic control staff was not given any opportunity to maintain and update its knowledge. The air was thick with personal opinions on how traffic control ought to function. Traffic control was staffed round-the-clock, but rostering was organized around employees' private lives and was arranged so that everyone would receive the maximum amount of extra pay for weekend and late shifts. Basing the rostering on peak and off-peak hours would have resulted in a 35 per cent reduction in costs.
The workers' council chair and secretary regularly came over for an informal chat with me.
They appeared to be familiar with many unwritten details of the work processes. It was unclear what they wanted to achieve by having these chats. They did not express an opinion on the proposed changes.
Meanwhile, the direct supervisors at Bus and Tram traffic control barely communicated. They even remained quite aloof from their respective transportation divisions. I formally concluded the project by presenting my organizational development and implementation plans. Decision-making had gone much smoother and faster than I had expectedas long as the changes did not violate the redundancy scheme for employees who were to lose their job in the reorganization, the workers' council did not object. In fact, they did not even feel the need to make a recommendation for or against the plan.
The Group Finance Director and the managing directors of the Bus and Tram divisions considered neither of the current traffic control supervisors suitable for the role. After a protracted internal application procedure, a new manager was appointed from the ranks of the Tram division.
The new man, it turned out later, was a confidant of the Tram division's managing director.
Management gave the new manager the task of gradually implementing the changes. There was little resistance or unrest in the divisions. Everyone just continued to do their job.
At first glance, the project appeared to be a success. 
The Effectiveness of OD Strategies
Although the combination of OD strategies I had introduced was deliberately thought through, it failed to produce the desired results. Where I applied a normative re-educative strategy, it was because there was no explicit knowledge available about the business processes and because, in practice, many different procedures and processes were followed. By involving management and traffic control in the process, I persuaded them to share their knowledge and created an opportunity for them to learn from each other. The stakeholders cooperated, but did not support or truly own the plan.
The empirical-rational approaches I employed did not work. I had expected people to want to commit to the plan once they realized their job would become more varied, but they did not.
They stuck to their routines.
Likewise, the power-coercive elements I used, such as committing working procedures to paper and having the Group Finance director make the ultimate decision, did not get the response I had hoped for. Curiously, these elements did not meet much resistance either, even though the changes would clearly have consequences for all the stakeholders.
In short, expected responses to the OD strategies failed to materialize. The second case study concerns a change in GVB's culture that took seven years to implement. LineBound Operation reorganized the management and work processes of tram, bus and metro drivers and ticket inspectors. At the same time, its aim was to change the attitude and behavior of these employees.
Background
GVB had a long history of unfinished reorganizations, most of which had been intended to make improvements at the strategic and tactical level of the organization. Since 1990, managing directors and department heads had frequently been replaced, the main structure of the organization overhauled, new support departments established, and operational and administrative IT systems introduced or replaced. In 2000, the rolling stock itself had been replaced. Throughout this period, very few changes had been made at operational level and the culture had remained the same.
Operational management duties had been divided among several supervisors' roles:
• team coach, who was responsible for staffing;
• operational supervisors, who stepped in to coordinate in case of delays, accidents and emergencies;
• duty roster managers, who rostered people and shifts;
• central planners (see also traffic control case study above), who could both grant drivers permission to deviate from the timetable, and deploy substitute buses or trams;
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• the HR advisor, who coordinated employee leave of absence;
• the company social worker, who provided support for employees experiencing problems at work or at home;
• the company doctor, who determined what type of duties an employee with a work disability was fit to perform.
This diffusion of management duties left drivers with numerous doors to knock on to get what they wanted. They could literally 'shop around' to arrange things to their advantage. Each of the supervisory roles was a natural extension of the work process it had originated in. There was no common focus on performance and behavior. Managers who had been around for a while grew close to people who were willing to do their bidding or whom they got along with. A key aspect of these informal relationships was 'give and take.' Staff used personal relationships to trade favors: 'If you work four Sunday shifts in a row, then I'll make sure you're off on Christmas.' When people could not get their way with their superiors, they used informal networks to trade shifts, days off and vacation time.
<text box>Entitlement A bus driver from north Amsterdam told me it was quite common for employees to take a six-week vacation in Spain. They could formally request four weeks of vacation, and then they'd arrange the other two by trading with a co-worker. This driver was told by his coworkers that 'newbies' weren't allowed to ask for such favors their first few years, but once they had proven themselves loyal to their co-workers they would be 'entitled' to a six week vacation too.
The same bus driver also told me how uneasy he felt when he got into an accident, because this brought to light the fact that his co-worker, who was scheduled to drive, was away on vacation. He told me he was afraid he would be shunned by his co-workers.
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Management, which was aware that employees frequently traded shifts, just looked the other way, relieved that they could roster enough drivers to keep a decent number of buses running through the summer.<end text box>
For two decades, from 1978 to 1998, few changes had been made to operational management and all direct supervisors were former drivers. Extensive training programs were set up for these managers, but application of newly acquired skills was optional. Until 2000, the direct supervisors' main duties consisted of staffing and coordination in case of incidents and emergencies. In daily organizational life, drivers and ticket inspectors' attitude and conduct went unchecked. The most important criterion for being promoted to direct supervisor was whether you understood and had extensively operated a bus, tram or metro. Additional criteria, which were never explicitly named, included age, years of service, having an amenable attitude towards superiors and an informal network.
Sometimes troublemakers were promoted to the position of supervisor in the hope they would no longer cause problems. This led to considerable differences in leadership style, which were also exacerbated by the great influence of personal preferences on the selection committees that chose direct supervisors, as well as the personal idiosyncrasies of the various managers.
Direct supervisors were usually swamped with day-to-day problems: dealing with people calling in sick or reporting back to work, granting or denying leave of absence, filling in time sheets, and making sure daily operations, that is the buses and trams on the street, kept running. In a way, the supervisors were stuck between the mobile top layer of the organization and the immovable foundation of drivers and ticket inspectors with its idiosyncratic culture and dynamics. The • a fragmented structure with no collective sense of responsibility for performance and results;
• a lack of leadership, particularly regarding drivers and ticket inspectors' attitudes and conduct.
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An added problem was the gap and mutual distrust between operational and senior management.
Operational managers were given ample education and training, but did not put the acquired skills to use and senior management neglected to ensure they did so.
Proposed Changes
Based on this analysis, the board of directors decided on three interventions at the operational level, introducing:
1. a new performance-oriented management structure at the operational level of each transportation division, aimed mainly at helping supervisors get a grip on their workers by increasing the amount of face-to-face contact between supervisors and their subordinates;
2. a selection and redeployment procedure in which people-oriented leadership (both in attitude and behavior) was the most important criterion;
3. a learning track aimed at improving personal leadership in attitude and behavior.
Line-Bound Operation was both about changing GVB's organizational structure by introducing the concept of performance-driven units, and about transforming its culture by tackling direct supervisors and drivers' attitudes and conduct.
Every tram line or bus line unit was turned into a performance-driven unit led by a Line ALMs were assigned two main duties: staffing and operations. LMs worked day shifts and rotated to be on call as duty manager in case of emergencies. As ALMs were responsible for operations, they were expected to work in a 24/7, four-shift roster, alternating between early, day, late and night shifts. They were expected to take care of their staffing duties primarily during day shifts, but were also free to work on them during quiet hours on evenings, nights, or weekends.
All other departments with coordinating or managing duties were assigned the status of support staff to the LM and ALMs. Drivers and ticket inspectors reported to a single supervisor, so they each had a single point of contact with management in their line or unit.
The structural and cultural changes in operations were implemented gradually and interactively. My intervention strategy in implementing Line-Bound Operation was one of transactional organization (Wierdsma, 2004) .
My Intervention Strategy
Based on my earlier experiences with the Traffic Control reorganization (see Section 2.3), I
deliberately opted for an interactive intervention strategy so that changes would be developed and implemented gradually and step-by-step. Wierdsma (2004) calls this 'transactional organization' as opposed to 'positional organization' which emphasizes consensus, rationality, timelessness and programmable behavior. As we saw in the first case study, a positional change strategy had already failed. Structural changes had not improved the effectiveness and efficiency of operations. Educating and training direct supervisors had not prompted different leadership behavior. The new procedures and systems had not given senior management a firmer grip on the company. The key to the success of positional organization -agreement on the organization's objectives -was lacking at GVB.
Operational management focused on day-to-day operational problems and appeasing their subordinates, while senior management focused solely on getting a grip on operations and reducing costs. In short, the two management levels were not working on a common goal. Neither management nor staff was acting rationally; their behavior was far from programmable by rules and regulations. Both supervisors and employees showed great creativity in bending the rules to their own advantage.
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Transactional organization
The key assumption underlying the concept of transactional organization is that people are connected through the activities they share. This creates a mutual dependency, which in turn leads to a network of relationships. Transactional organization is about organizing work processes.
Operational units are considered the core of the organization -in GVB's case the tram, bus and metro lines. Transactional organization foregrounds action, with an emphasis on the interaction between thinking and acting: action, reflection, adaptation.
Developing transactional organization requires a three-stage learning process: single-loop learning (problem solving), double-loop learning (identifying and removing the causes of problems) and triple-loop learning (learning to learn), which Wierdsma (2004) calls 'cocreation of change'.
The aptest metaphor for a transactional change strategy is 'the hike', while positional organization is best symbolized by the 'all-inclusive package deal'. On the hike, the route and pace of change are developed along the way, but must remain within preset parameters of freedom and direction. At GVB, those parameters were determined the organizational structure and the organization's stated aim of providing reliable public transport to its customers. The hike is a stepby-step process during which the route can be adapted to specific circumstances. The aim is to reach the ultimate destination.
The Hike at GVB Line Bound Operation was spearheaded by the managing director of the Tram division, who had installed a steering group consisting of the following permanent members: the senior transportation manager, the Head of Human Resources and me. There was also one rotating seat, filled by the manager of the specific tram line where Line-bound Operation was being implemented at the time.
The change strategy was implemented line by line. We started off by conducting a pilot project on two tram lines, and subsequently applied the lessons learned there to the other lines.
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The conversion process was roughly as follows. Over the course of a year, the line management team introduced changes in steps. The first was to meet with staff so both sides could express their expectations.
Step two was normalizing working relationships on the line. In the new situation, supervisors would be present at the terminus and -for a change -call employees out on their conduct. Their presence also meant they were available to listen to drivers and ticket inspectors who wanted to talk about their day, problems they encountered, unpleasant passenger behavior, unacceptable conduct from co-workers or complaints about the organization. This year was also used to catch up on work backlogs like the pile of unprocessed defect reports or the more peopleoriented issues such as overdue performance evaluations and measures to counter frequent absenteeism.
Every employee on a given line was invited to a full-day session called 'Line-Bound
Operation: "What do we consider normal behavior?"' These sessions were prepared and attended by both senior managers and the line's direct supervisors. Each session was also attended by two consultants.
In 
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Discovering 'Real Life' at GVB
The first story (see box 'Career at GVB') is about Jan, who is an amalgam of stories I heard in informal chats with GVB drivers and ticket inspectors at the terminus.
<text box>Career at GVB
In 2001, GVB had 1,900 tram drivers on the payroll. Of them, 30% had started out as ticket inspectors and had been promoted to driver after a few years; 65% had been hired as drivers from the outset. The remaining 5% switched to driving from other jobs within the company (GVB, 2001 ). The following hypothetical bio was typical of someone working at GVB:
After graduating from trade school, Jan started working for a contractor. The job was physically demanding, but he was able to earn a pretty good income by taking on extra construction work on the side, in the evenings and on weekends. He met a girl, got married and they had their first child when Jan was 23. His father-in-law, a bus driver at GVB, told him the company was hiring tram drivers. Jan sent in a letter of application and, to his amazement, was invited for a job interview the following week. The day after the interview, he heard he was hired. The job paid well: 300 guilders (about 155 dollars) per week more after tax than he was earning in construction, plus he got to work a fixed schedule. This allowed him to put the odd jobs on a back burner for a while and spend more time with his family.
Jan was given three months' training. Aside from driving skills, he learned
Amsterdam's tram routes by heart and acquainted himself with the many types of tickets GVB sold. After his training, his name was added to the standby crew: drivers deployed mainly to fill holes in the schedule when co-workers called in sick or took a day off. Jan drove many different tram lines. He enjoyed the variety. He got to see the entire city and no two days were the same.
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Two years into the job, Jan was invited to take part in the line-crew selection system, meaning he got to pick which line he wanted to be his primary line. Because he and his family had moved to Almere, a commuter town for Amsterdam, he preferred to work a line that operated out of the Lekstraat terminus in South Amsterdam. A year later, his choice was honored. Jan still liked his job. He'd gotten used to how things worked at GVB. He now knew a few people in Planning who were willing to help him out when he occasionally needed a day off. He worked a lot of overtime to earn more. His friends in Planning could always count on him.
Gradually, Jan grew more savvy about the relationships on 'his' line. He realized that more years of service meant greater privileges. Co-workers with more years under their belt got first dibs on the most in-demand vacation days (Fridays and Mondays off for longer weekends). They almost always got to drive their 'own' line. Jan's co-workers taught him how to deal with the many rules at work, and particularly how to take advantage of them. The general atmosphere at work was good, although people did complain a lot about 'all those foreigners' who, they claimed, turned the tram into a pigsty.
Jan hardly ever saw his direct supervisor. When he was given a permanent job, his supervisor was there to congratulate him. But since then, he'd never had a job performance evaluation. Just as well, as far as he was concerned.
Meanwhile, Jan's wife was pregnant with their second child, but this time there were complications. His wife needed a lot of rest, but someone had to bring their 4-year old daughter to school in the morning and pick her up in the afternoons. Jan's mother-in-law wasn't always able to pick up the slack because she had a part time job. Jan asked his direct supervisor if he could temporarily work shorter shifts so he could help out at home. That was not an option, he was told: there were too many people out sick and swapping shifts was only possible if his co-workers were willing to make a deal. Jan decided to see whether he could help himself. One of the planners he knew told him certain co-workers were usually Kampen Emotional Abuse and Neglect in the Workplace 2015
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willing to swap shifts. Jan struck a deal with two of them. He would work their Sunday shiftswhen his mother-in-law was available for babysitting -and in return he got to leave work early during the week. It was a deal that left everyone happy.
Two years later, late on a Sunday night, a drunken British tourist suddenly crossed the street and ended up under Jan's tram car. The man was killed instantly. It took 20 minutes for the ambulance and the police to arrive. Central Command told Jan that the duty manager had gone home early because it was his wife's birthday. Jan sat staring in shock as police and EMTs dealt with the dead man's body. In the week following the accident, Jan's direct supervisor was away on a training course. The next week, the supervisor left for a fourweek vacation. By the time Jan saw him, it was six weeks after the accident, and Jan felt it was not worth raking the whole thing up again. 'Besides,' veteran drivers told him, 'management doesn't do shit about that sort of thing.'
Two years later, Jan bought a house in Almere. As a first-time homeowner he was dying to turn it into his castle, so he asked his supervisor if he could take some time off to remodel the house. Jan's supervisor -his fourth in two years -told him he was sorry, but no.
Senior management was demanding higher productivity. It was out of the question. For Jan, this was the straw that broke the camel's back. He'd always been there for the company, but when he asked for something in return he was refused. His story struck a chord with many coworkers. Jan decided to call in sick and start renovating his home. He was surprised that it took ten days before a letter arrived asking him to make an appointment with the company doctor. He called and was slotted in a week later. The day before his doctor's appointment, Jan reported back to work and asked the supervisor -a stand-in for Jan's own supervisor who was away on vacation -for a few days off later in the week. No problem. As it turned out, the trick with the company doctor appointment was easy to repeat and it worked every time: Jan's direct supervisor never called to hear how he was doing. Jan was growing annoyed with some of his co-workers, who had immigrant backgrounds, for talking among themselves in a language he didn't understand. He was also getting fed up with the arbitrary decisions of traffic control and the inaction of the workers' council when he would report this. But then again, he knew that was because traffic control were friends with the workers' council. Jan also resented co-workers who were constantly complaining. But he didn't feel it was his job to call them out on their attitude; that was management's job.
Jan had been employed at GVB for 15 years when, one afternoon, out of the blue, a teenager spat in his face. Jan lost his cool and literally kicked the kid off the tram. The police got involved, as did the duty manager of course. Jan knew he'd gone way too far, but those little scumbags were getting away with murder. They showed no respect, and were always mouthing off when asked to show their tickets.
The next day, Jan was called in to his direct supervisor's office. There was an HR representative there too. Jan was given a stern and lengthy lecture about how important customers were to the company. He felt betrayed and abandoned. When he heard the Human Resources girl tell him he'd been enrolled in a training course called 'Dealing with Difficult Customers,' something snapped. Go f*ck yourselves, he thought.
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As he left the office, Jan saw a memo on the notice board: his tramline was one of the first to be converted to 'Line-Bound Operation'. Jan shrugged. 'Whatever.'<end text box> The story about Jan, a typical tram driver who you might meet at the terminus coffee corner, demonstrates a disconnect between management and staff. In fact it highlights two chasms: the one dividing drivers from management and the one between operational and senior management. It also sheds light on how the informal organization functioned: you needed a personal network to get things done. The narrative reflects the apathy, perhaps even the helplessness, of operational management and staff: 'Don't look at me, I only work here.' Any link between job performance and reward is gone. Employee working hours and entitlements dictate the company's operations.
Management is unavailable. All employees fend for themselves. as 'has back problems, needs to stand and walk from time to time'. We soon discovered that the profiles tended to jibe with neither our own observations nor the driver's behavior at the meeting. Someone, for example, who was described as a 'quiet type, with a positive attitude towards the company,' constantly interrupted others in the meeting, was out to defend his own interests, and made extremely cynical remarks about his direct supervisor. This made me wonder how well operational management actually knew its own people.
During the meetings, my fellow consultant and I also witnessed the drivers and ticket inspectors' reactions to the senior transportation manager when she had the floor: some were disrespectful, while others ignored her altogether, became outraged, refused to engage with her message or looked for any opening to score points. 33 discuss beforehand how to act during a meeting, as we discovered. They constantly put us consultants to the test and did the same with the senior transportation manager and, to a lesser extent, line management.
The senior transportation manager was frequently asked very specific questions that she couldn't answer off the top of her head. These were intended to show that she did not know what she was talking about. People even expressed a denigrating attitude towards her in explicit gender terms: 'Oh c'mon, honey!' She learned the hard way that, as a senior manager, she had to know all the ins and outs of operations. The only way to earn the respect of drivers and ticket inspectors was by showing a thorough understanding of the operational processes in the operation, a lesson we consultants also learned.
The participants in the meeting were also frequently impolite: they did not listen to one another, constantly interrupted, bluntly dismissed other people's opinions and ignored those who were quieter. They tended to state their position rather than ask a question.
When we enumerated examples of how people behaved, those present at the meeting would sometimes deny everything. 'We're not like that.' Alternatively, they would say they were 'not responsible for someone else's actions'. When asked about their own job performance, they would typically respond with statements like: 'Get lost! How dare management even have an opinion on that. They don't know the first thing about my job.' It has to be said that the drivers were often absolutely right about this. Some, however, had a taunting attitude, as if to say: 'I'm always on time and I never call in sick, so you can't touch me.'
We also observed more serious types of misconduct, such as typically working class bigotry, racism and sexism, which staff tended to make light off. Supervisors who called their staff out on this were told: 'You have to understand, Amsterdammers don't mean any harm.'
Another justification for this attitude was: 'You have to be able to call a spade a spade. If people can't handle it, that's their problem.'
We encountered many who expressed a general sense of dissatisfaction that sometimes stemmed from gripes going back thirty years. The most common response to the senior transportation manager's speech about the need to get the business process on the rails and generate a profit, was blatant rejection. Catcalls and aggressive jeers to 'just burn the place down!' were no exception. Staff showed little respect for senior management and said things like 'those were your own words, honey' to the senior transportation manager. An even worse remark was that 'two female managers make one man' -a reference to the Tram and Bus divisions' senior transportation managers, both of whom were women.
Drivers and ticket inspectors did not think much of their immediate supervisors, the assistant line managers (ALMs), either: 'You can ask your ALM, but don't expect an answer from that dimwit!' Staff's poor communication skills could be summed up as a propensity for making underhanded comments, sweeping generalizations, and for black-and-white thinking, speaking 'on behalf of' others, or simply repeating hearsay. Consider the following example.
During a meeting, a driver expressed outrage at the fact that supervisors were never available when incidents took place on a bus. When I asked how long ago the incident he was referring to occurred, the driver answered: 'Three years ago.' When I expressed sympathy -saying it must have had quite an impact if it still bothered him after all this timehe added: 'Oh, it didn't happen to me. It was one of my co-workers.'
We also observed that co-workers never called each other out on misconduct. That was management's job, staff felt. They took this 'loyalty' to extreme lengths. Even conduct that personally affected co-workers, such as calling in sick at the last minute, was not brought up.
Drivers expected their supervisors to be 100% considerate and trusting. At the same time, they distrusted everything their supervisors did or suggested, and justified their coworkers' misconduct. This often involved lying, but they appeared to have little problem with that.
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Staff also harbored all sorts of suspicions about senior management's plans. This led to gut-level outbursts like: 'You're out to fire any supervisor who ever drove a bus' and 'You're getting rid of the only good supervisors.' After hearing the latter statement, I
wondered who these good supervisors were. Over the course of the project, I saw many of them in action, including the so-called 'good ones'. These were the supervisors who had not dared to lay down the law and had instead become the drivers' best friends. Maybe that was why they were 'good'.<end text box>
The change strategy we used to implement Line-Bound Operation was originally aimed at changing the drivers and ticket inspectors' attitudes, but in the process it also became an aptitude test for operational managers. For many, managing a change process at a line or unit turned out to be a daunting task. Many ran up against their own limitations; they found it hard to change their leadership behavior. Their shortcomings, which they might have been able to conceal or deny until then, came to light in the supervised implementation process. This was embarrassing and The change from positional to transactional organization worked to some extent. The process did indeed take on the nature of a hike. Along the way, we were able to incorporate the lessons learned, to adapt the pace and to readjust our focus on the most important goals. Gradually, we had to let go of the idea that we could fully control the transformation process to Line-Bound Operation. Our discoveries ranged from 'the problems are always worse than you think' to 'it always hits closer to home than you think'. We ran into many obstacles to learning. Double-loop learning (Argyris and Schön, 1972) never got off the ground because of the unwillingness of supervisors and employees to reflect and learn, a lack of reciprocity in relationships, and a general suspicion that there was a hidden agenda behind the changes. Our hypothesis that people in an organization connect with each other through the activities they share, was not borne out; people connected with each other based on self-interest and a need to survive in the organization by sticking together. The existing informal networks among employees and supervisors constituted more powerful bonds than any shared activities.
We found that a majority of drivers and ticket inspectors and a considerable number of supervisors were unwilling to participate in the process of sharing meaning to establish common ground. When dysfunctional patterns were made explicit, this met with denial; attempts to collectively change direction on an issue were thwarted by concerted efforts to 'ensure nothing got decided'. Steps to formulate and try out new behavior turned out to be feigned adjustments. There was no trust. Functional working relationships existed on paper, but did not reflect reality. Time and again, the actual shape of organizational life turned out different than we thought. This elusiveness required constant alertness, suspicion and deliberate action on our part.
Another unpleasant discovery was that it was virtually impossible to replicate the steps taken during the one-year change process on a particular line. Every line required a custom-made approach because of some surprise element or special circumstance that had not been taken into account. Transformational leadership became key. In this sense, too, we constantly had to be on the ball; nothing came easy. This applied not only to change interventions, but also to normal daily operations that were fraught with problems.
The formal connections between people in the organization seemed completely severed at every level. Pervasive cynicism persisted despite the many improvements made to employees' working conditions and courteous treatment from management. Staff and line management neither developed a targeted, goal-oriented approach nor owned the changes. The power of personal networks was unbroken.
A First Attempt to Explain
GVB was a tough nut to crack. At best, my OD interventions only partially achieved their intended effect. As I puzzled over the intransigent reality of organizational life at the company, I scoured the literature on change management. I read up on the root causes of such entrenchment, how to squarely face such problems, on the complexity of and resistance to organizational change, and particularly on processes that take place in the backstreets and alleys of organizational life.
Beer and Eisenstat (1996; 2003) offer a partial explanation. They give a number of factors that prevent effective change. They use a medical metaphor to characterize these factors as 'silent killers', unmentionable barriers that undermine an organization's health:
• Unclear strategy and/or conflicting priorities;
• Ineffective senior management team;
• Top-down or laissez-faire senior management style;
• Poor vertical communication;
• Poor coordination across units, positions and locations;
• Inadequate operational management leadership skills and development.
These six barriers are mutually reinforcing. The medical metaphor of silent killers seems apt in this case, but it is not quite so. High cholesterol, high blood pressure and some types of cancer can be growing quietly, causing no outward symptoms, only to suddenly appear as terminal conditions that rapidly end in death. But the barriers in an organization are more treacherous because they are not so much invisible as ignored. People see the symptoms, but look the other way. Bird and Waters 
Persistent Problem
At the GVB-wide level, the organization's dysfunctionality at that time should be seen as a tough, two-decade old legacy that no one, despite years of trying, had managed to tackle. The situation was either mistaken for too mild a problem, or change agents fell into the trap of taking too firm and pro-active an approach (Vermaak, 2012) . The entire organization had to be re-thought and reformed.
Too many change processes were going on at once: safety, employership, new rolling stock and new maintenance processes, uniforms, rosters and privatization. Everything was in flux.
The search for answers as to why the problems at GVB were so persistent brought me to Vermaak, who identified four domains of change management: interaction, cognition, process design and process anchoring (Vermaak, 2009 ). The GVB case was a complicated and deeply ingrained organizational development issue that required changes in all four of those domains. All four can be recognized in the two case studies I described. Examining these case studies in light of Vermaak's approach -that is spotting the organization's fixations in each of these domains and then playfully involving the participants in changing these -I concluded that the step of identifying fixations did indeed fit the Line-Bound Operation change process (Stoppelenburg and Vermaak, 2009 ). It was easy to pinpoint fixations in the interactions at GVB: inclusion and exclusion, coercion and ducking, and blaming and protecting. Vermaak's next step, to take interaction to a more playful realm and to use co-production as an alternative for coercion and ducking, for example, failed to work however. Switching to co-production presupposes both the stakeholders' willingness to take on responsibility and the presence of a reciprocal relationship. These elements were precisely what was missing at GVB. The organization's primary process needed to be overhauled; it first needed to put its house in order in all four of Vermaak's domains, starting with interactions. The managing director of the Tram division sensed this and put it like this: 'First, we need to start acting normal again.'
Apparently, there was a deeply rooted problem or something had gone awry in the organization's development that current change management theory did not address. 
7)<end quote>
Zürcher made the following telling observation: 'The ticket inspectors -particularly the more senior ones -are very smug, if not self-congratulatory, or even pedantic' (Zürcher, 1932, p. 19) . It may as well have been a report from the 1990s.
Islands of Meaning
Based on the Traffic Control reorganization, senior management and I concluded that a positional change strategy had not done the trick. Therefore we opted for a transactional strategy in the implementation of Line-Bound Operation. However, this process-oriented and interactive intervention strategy also failed to produce adequate results. 'Real' organizational life appeared to lead a life of its own, with dynamics that only surfaced when attempts were made to intervene.
In their book on the incorrigibility of organizations, Van Oss and Van 't Hek (2011) At GVB, islands of meaning -with varying degrees of power -abounded, for example the Tram, Bus and Metro divisions, headquarters, maintenance and termini, Group support departments, individual lines, the workers' council and trade unions. The problem seemed to be that these islands were unwilling to share meaning. In other words, there were very few links between them. Working relationships were dysfunctional and had been replaced by personal relationships. Any meaning shared in those personal networks was aimed at surviving in the system and avoiding control and conflict. 'I do my job despite the organization', is how one tram driver put it.
GVB had both a formal and an informal organization, each with its own dynamics. In the Traffic Control reorganization, the new, formal organization was so completely separate from the informal one that it could be disregarded: everyone continued with business as usual.
The Shadow Side
In Informal Coalitions, Rodgers (2007) 
Conclusions
Clearly, the interventions at GVB failed or had less impact than planned and expected based upon the available theory on planned change and positional and transactional organization, respectively.
The normative re-educative strategy I chose for the implementation of the change processes at Traffic Control were intended to provoke staff into taking ownership of the change, because they co-produced it. This strategy did not generate the desired results. The same is true of the empiricalrational strategy I deployed in the hopes of convincing staff of the need for change and the benefits inherent to the changes, such as more job variation. This, too, failed. Even the power-coercive strategy, the demand that people start fulfilling their new responsibilities, failed to mobilize them. In short, none of these three strategies worked, and daily life at 'Central Command' just continued as if nothing had ever happened.
Seasoned by the Traffic Control and other GVB change projects, we decided to shift our approach when implementing the Line-Bound Operation project. One of the things we had learned was that GVB lacked a cohesive vision of the organization's objectives. This ruled out positional organization as an approach, since that presumes agreement on the organization's goals. This was the main reason why we opted for a process rather than a project approach and for close supervision of daily operations. Our approach was based on transactional organization principles, or the belief that people in an organization connect based on activities they jointly perform and that this makes them dependent on each other, thus creating networks of working relationships. Again, our expectations were not met. GVB proved not yet ripe for transactional leadership. Mutual dependency was on no one's radar; instead it was still every man for himself.
The reasons for failure went deeper, however. The existing social networks were not based on shared activities but on emotions, sentiment and the sheer need to survive, which undermined the prime foundation for transactional organization: a functional, mutual relationship. Another element that was absent at GVB was a willingness to learn. Wierdsma (2004) pointed out that a transition to transactional leadership requires a fundamental change in organizational principles, one that enables co-creation of change. This ability seemed entirely lacking at GVB, as if it had been unlearned through long experience. GVB was absolutely not ready for double-loop learning; we identified many obstacles to learning in both the direct supervisors and the Group support departments. Individual development seemed out of reach, as did collective development. Neither operational management nor staff was prepared to leave its comfort zone, because it was not safe enough.
One key insight gained from these two case studies is about the dynamics of GVB's organizational life. An important finding was that the company's organizational life was miles apart from its developmental goals and the city of Amsterdam's performance demands. I would caution readers not to conclude that the deficits in GVB's functioning and the organization's failure to implement real improvements were attributable to its being government-run. They were not.
Research has shown that there are more similarities than differences between public and private organizations, so any such conclusion would be unwarranted (Rainey and Bozeman, 2000, p. 447-69) .
In reflecting on why so many change projects at GVB had failed, I consulted the literature on change management. I did research on complexity, resistance, root causes, muteness and the things that happen away from the spotlight in organizations. That last angle in particular led me to the shadowside of organizations as a constituent part of organizational reality. But even this insight did not provide any pegs for successful interventions. Another conclusion I drew is that, despite the longstanding problems at GVB, the organization was clearly not ready for playful interventions either. The general sense I had was that something else had to change first. This insight was similar to that of
Schuiling (2014), who believes operational management and staff can only start to develop again once mutual availability has been restored. Yet again, however, GVB defied expectations. In the Line-Bound Operation project, mutual availability was created, yet it failed to engender any responsiveness. One major lesson I drew from the GVB case is that any intervention aimed at organizational development should be grounded in organizational reality, however problematic that styles, and employees' behavior. Chapter 3 will discuss the insights I gained from research into the behavior of abused and neglected children.
